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Class 2 

Date: 26th September 2017 

 

Introduction 

If I want anything then the first that should come in my mind is Allah. 

When you look at any blessing then first thought is thankfulness to 

Allah. No one comes before Allah. Everything comes after Allah al 

Awwal. There is nothing that comes before Allah. Everything comes 

after Allah Al Awwal. He is the one who is making the angels to make 

dua for us and for us to be forgiven. Allah is the one to whom we will 

return on the Day of Judgment. He is the first one so whenever you face 

a problem then you go first to Allah. Nobody can solve your problem 

like Allah. If you go to people they cannot solve your problems. You 

need to make Allah as your goal because he is Akhir. You don’t run after 

people rather you run after Allah AL Akhir.  

Allah is Al Awwal and its in hands to make the means and He is Al Akhir 

and in its in His hands to give the results. Even if I have the means the 

results are not guaranteed. Allah is Al Awwal so He comes before any 

means that you have. You cannot use the means or get results without 

Allah who is Al Awwal Al Akhir. Allah is the one who gives you result, no 

doctor or treatment can give you result. Who will decide the time that 

it takes to complete the picture.  

 

You pick the fruits when they are ripe and not before that. So we ask 

Allah to give us blessing which is complete and may Allah complete His 

blessing in us. This is asking for results from Allah. Umar wanted to 

marry a girl Fatima Allah gave him then he wanted to be the Khalifa 



Allah gave him khalafah then he asked for Jannah and meeting with 

Allah. So make your goal to be Allah. Even if I don’t have the means 

then Allah is Al Awwal and He comes before any means and hence He 

can provide the means to you. Is knowledge a goal? No our goal is 

Allah. We learn to reach to Allah and not for the sake of learning. 

Whatever you do in this life is for seeking the pleasure of Allah alone. 

Don’t rely on any of the means and rely only on Allah. You are 

surrounded with time. Allah favored you before anything else. Allah 

created you before anything else.  

Allah is dhahir and Batin. Allah has surrounded you by time and place. 

You are being supervised by Allah and I am under His protection. Where 

can you run from Allah? He is dhahir and batin. There is something 

apparent and something hidden. Allah is more apparent than anything 

else in your life. He dominates anything that is apparent in the house. 

Allah is watching you and He knows you from the top. He is above all 

creation and He is taking care of the creation and He is the one 

nurturing and providing you with His mercy. He is above everyone. If 

you don’t believe that Allah is dhahir then you will see the person is 

confused. Allah is dhahir upon everyone. Nothing can help you or harm 

you because Allah dominates all of these people. Sometimes there is 

some xyz who is dhahir in your life and they dominate you and you 

have a connection with them to the level that you are afraid of them. 

But ask yourself that for how long will this last? It will change in some 

years. This will keep changing with time so it’s not permanent. Allah is 

Dhahir that is He is the one who is Dhahir over and above everyone 

else. He is the one who is dominating all of this. Allah is visible than 

anything else in our life. When we don’t know this name then we 

remain distracted in life. When you make Allah your focus and Dhahir 

then you will be so relaxed in life. Allah adh Dhair knows your dhahir. 

He is so close to more than anything that is Batin. So whatever you 



have in Batin Allah is closer. Allah is dhahir that is when you go to Him 

you will feel the closest. A person might be very good on the dhahir but 

then from inside he is the worst so only Allah knows the dhahir and 

batin both. Sometimes you teach the kids that you become good in 

front of the guests. But in fact the kids should behave even when alone. 

Teach kids to be good always.  

 

Allah is Dhahir on the seven heavens and closest to us through 

knowledge and He knows us and the details of our feeling.  

One of the reasons for the bad ending of a person is because they don’t 

have good batin that is they are not good from inside. Allah Al Batin, we 

need to do tazkiya of our sins for this. You purify your hearts and think 

so that we can understand how. If batin is good then Dhahir will 

automatically be good. People go for apparent beauty is the main 

market.  Our relationship with Allah should be the same from dhahir 

and batin. If you rectify the heart then outside will be fine itself. It will 

make you more humbe to purify yourself.  

We are surrounded in all directions.  The angels have surrounded us 

from all sides as a mercy. Just like we are surrounded by the class and 

we move things and plan things accordingly. If you want to be 

surrounded then you keep yourself busy. So you need to do the similar 

with Quran and keep reciting it whenever you get time to read Quran. 

You will be saved from soo many wrong activities. Stop saying I wish I 

did it. Just do it for yourself. There is a time for everything. Depression 

comes if you stay away from deen and stay free.  

You occupy the house with Allah’s Kalam and ahadeeth. So Allah Adh 

dhahir and Batin protects you and surrounds you from all sides.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


